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(500 metres from “St. Peter’s Basilica”, 900 metres from Metro A station “Ottaviano San Pietro” and 1,2 km from Metro A station “Lepanto”)
Accommodations

Below two types of accommodations nearby the University:

Hotel Della Conciliazione ****
Via Borgo Pio, 163/166 - 00193 Roma,
Tel. +39 06 6875400
http://www.hotelconciliazione.it/
Use the promotional code LUMSA17 in the box PROMO CODE in the homepage to get a 15% discount

Hotel Casa Valdese ***
Via A. Farnese, 18 00192 Roma,
Tel. +39 06.32.15.362
http://www.casavaldeseroma.it/

For other accommodations refer to LUMSA Italian web site (to get the special price inform the hotel that the seminar is organized by LUMSA University)
http://www.lumsa.it/viviluma_convenzioni ("Ristorazione e Alberghi")

Many more accommodations in the area are available on Booking.com and other websites.